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This paper discusses the development of a Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) technology-based platform with
potential applications in management and simulation processes in power systems. In order to explore
some of the features of MAS, a new methodology is proposed to assess power systems reliability based
on Monte Carlo simulation (MCS), exploiting the benefits of the distributed artificial intelligence area
and, mainly, the use of the distributed capacity in two ways: building autonomous behaviors to the appli-
cations and mitigating computational effort. Through the use of this technology, it was possible to divide
the MCS algorithm into distinct tasks and submit them to the agents’ processing. Two different
approaches to solve generating capacity reliability problems based on chronological MCS illustrate the
potential of MAS in power systems reliability assessment.
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1. Introduction

In artificial intelligence (AI) research, agent-based systems tech-
nology is a new paradigm for conceptualizing, designing, and
implementing software systems. Intelligent agents are sophisti-
cated computer programs that act autonomously on behalf of their
users, across open and distributed environments, to solve a
growing number of complex problems. Increasingly, however,
applications have required multiple intelligent agents (IA) that
can work together. A multi-agent system is a loosely coupled net-
work of software agents that interact to solve problems that are
beyond the individual capacities or knowledge of each problem
solver.

Several technical works using MAS technology have been pub-
lished in the literature [1–7], showing potential applications to
solve problems related with electric power systems. Recently,
two important contributions have organized the concepts,
approaches, technical challenges, technologies, standards, and
tools for building MAS applied to power engineering [1,2]. Many
aspects were discussed in relation to the benefits of this technol-
ogy besides providing guidance and information on the state-
of-the-art of MAS research for the power industry. Some favoured
issues in power agent applications have been indicated: modelling,
simulation and distributed control. In particular, the modelling of
electricity market as a complex adaptive system [3] and the
optimization of decisions in retail markets [4] have been discussed.
ll rights reserved.
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In the last few years, some other applications were carried out to
solve power engineering problems [1,2] such as systems integra-
tion with database, systems and equipment monitoring, interpre-
tation and analysis of outage data, system restoration [5],
support to decision in micro-grids operation [6], and environment
simulation [7]. These approaches have shown the great potential of
MAS, exploring the concepts of communication and autonomous
behaviors offered by this technology. In order to explore some
other features of the MAS technology, an application to power
systems reliability assessment is being proposed in this work. It
uses the benefits from the distributed artificial intelligence area
in two ways: building autonomous behaviors and reducing compu-
tational effort on power systems reliability evaluations.

Many works have explored the use of the distributed or parallel
environment in power systems evaluations [8–10], some of them
including reliability assessment [8]. Different from these works,
which generally aim mitigating computational effort and make
feasible some expensive simulations, this work intends to build a
software environment where agents are capable of sensing it
through the use of basic intelligence offered by the agent-based
technology. This environment facilitates the agents to recognize
others specific agents, within the platform, as well as to promote
communication among them through the use of performative
structures. In order to introduce computational intelligence in
power system reliability assessment, MAS using Java technology
is being proposed, where the agent base is supported by distrib-
uted computing technology [11,12].

This paper discusses the development of a MAS technology-
based platform to assess generating capacity reliability indices,
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based on sequential or chronological MCS processes. Although the
focus will be on the application of MAS to this particular reliability
problem, other applications based on simulation can also be bene-
fited in a similar manner. The MAS construction was designed
under the concept of reliability assessment by the sequential
MCS. JADE Library (Java Agent Development Framework) [13],
standardized by FIPA (Foundation Intelligent Physical Agents:
www.fipa.org), is used and, sometimes, only Java language is called
for constructing agents. In the next sections, one will present an
overview of the power agent platform, the application of MAS in
power systems reliability assessment based on two different
approaches, and the results of the reliability evaluations of two
electric systems: the IEEE-RTS, with 32 unit generators, and a
modified configuration of the Brazilian South/South-eastern
System (BSS), with 242 unit generators. Discussions will be
provided to demonstrate the potential of MAS technology.
Fig. 1. Representation of the platform layers.
2. Overview of the power agent platform

The proposed power agent platform can be described through
layers, as shown in Fig. 1. In the first level, at the bottom (in
red1), there is the class diagram that represents the electric power
system. Representations such as generators, transmission lines, dis-
tribution network, and buses have a relationship among them, based
on the Oriented Object Modeling (OOM). In the second level, at the
right side (in green), there is the class diagram named tools class that
represents the tools linked to each evaluation algorithm, such as reli-
ability assessment by a sequential MCS. In the third level, at the top
(in blue), there is the class diagram with the MAS technology, where
agents are built and provided with some abilities to use the first and
the second levels, previously described. Fig. 1 is also showing a Gen-
erator Agent using the Monte Carlo Class and the Generator Class,
which after a perception on its specific environment, has taken an
action. Obviously, this simple representation intends to show the
philosophy of the simulation platform using one of the main charac-
teristic of agents: autonomy.

In a simpler sense, an agent can be classified as software or
hardware elements located in a specific environment, which is able
to note changes and react to these changes [14]. Following the
same idea, power engineers can compare this concept with an
old and simple well-known agent: an over-current relay, which
after its perception about an over-current will take an action,
switching off the electric circuit. Characteristics such as Reactivity,
Pro-Activity and Social Ability are described in several references on
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and MAS [14], and here they are applied
to this proposed simulation platform. Essentially, the MAS technol-
ogy is the combination of these inherent characteristics and others
that allows its clear distinction from other conventional tools in
the power systems analysis. One of the most important character-
istics of this technology appears as applying Java to build agents
with its ability to distribute applications and run concurrency pro-
gramming. This feature enables the building of power models
using intelligent behaviors in a very distinctive way.
3. Reliability assessment using MAS

The reliability assessment of real large power system by
sequential MCS is known as being a very expensive computational
evaluation. Moreover, to analyze the sampled states, heavy compu-
tational tools such as optimal power flows are intensively used
[8,15]. The solution time for analytical techniques is relatively
short, but usually requires a simplification of the systems [16].
1 For interpretation of color in Figs. 1, 4, 6–8, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.
However, sequential MCS makes possible the use of a wide range
of detailed models including non-Markovian representation for
generation and transmission equipment, correlated chronological
load models, etc. In order to reduce this expensive computational
cost, different techniques have been proposed: distributed process-
ing [8], artificial neural networks [15], variance reduction [17,18],
pseudo-chronological simulations [19]. There are other related
techniques to reduce CPU costs that can be found in the bibliogra-
phy lists of the previous references.
3.1. Using IA to support AI in power system reliability assessment

The Monte Carlo technique is a statistical-based method which
can be naturally divided in three inherent stages, in order to assess
reliability indices: state selection, state evaluation and index calcu-
lation. Many works have explored AI topics as search techniques,
knowledge representation, reasoning and learning systems as well
as some mathematical approaches aiming to incorporate intelli-
gence on these stages [15,20,21]. Generally, these approaches
appear as competitors with non-sequential Monte Carlo simula-
tion, in order to achieve a more efficient simulation process.
Fig. 2 shows an overview of these representations. This paper in-
tends to construct an agent-based application in order to support
the natural transition from AI to IA in power system reliability
assessment. The main idea is to construct a basic intelligent dis-
tributed environment that can be able to support sequential Monte
Carlo representation using IA features.

Instead of applying AI techniques in order to improve a single
stage of non-sequential MCS, this work intends to build an IA
architecture that supports sequential MCS as well as AI techniques
in more than one stage of the simulation process. Consequently, it
will be possible to measure the gains of an agent-based distributed
structure in reliability assessment before applying AI topics, using
an intelligent agent architecture design. Different from a simple
distributed approach, which uses signals to control computers
inside a network [8], this work uses agent communication
language (KQML: Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language)
[13] in order to establish communication among agents. KQML is
essentially a knowledge-level message language, which defines a
number of performatives and makes explicit an agent’s intentions
[14]. Firstly, the aim is combining KQML with autonomous behav-
iors of each stage of the sequential Monte Carlo representation to
define an IA architecture design. Secondly, it will prepare this IA
architecture to support different AI techniques.
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3.2. Sequential Monte Carlo simulation

In order to propose a new way to approach reliability assess-
ment using MAS technology, some basic concepts used by the
sequential MCS are revisited. This is a very flexible simulation type,
as it allows the representation of non-exponential residence times,
useful when dealing with chronological processes. The operation
history of system states, for a simulation period T, is based on
stochastic models of the components and on the load model. The
initial state is usually sampled from a non-sequential Monte Carlo
simulation algorithm. After evaluating each state, performance
indices are estimated using test-functions G(t):

E½G� ¼ 1
T

Z T

0
GðtÞdt ð1Þ

Each performance index can be estimated using a suitable test-
function. The failure probability, for instance, corresponds to the
expected value of an indicator function where G(t) = 1 if the system
associated with time t is a failure state; otherwise G(t) = 0. Another
way of estimating the expected value of G(t) is shown as follows:

eE½G� ¼ 1
NY

XNY

k¼1

GðykÞ ð2Þ

where NY is the number of simulated years and yk is a sequence of
system states in year k. For instance, the energy not supplied will be
the summation of unsupplied energy associated with each interrup-
tion of a simulated year. The uncertainty around the estimated
indices is given by the variance of the estimator

VðeE½G�Þ ¼ VðGÞ
NY

ð3Þ

where V(G) is the variance of the test-function. The convergence of
the simulation process is tested using the coefficient of variation b
[17–19].

b ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
VðeE½G�Þq

=eE½G� ð4Þ

In this work, the problem in power system reliability assess-
ment to be used as an example of the application of MAS technol-
ogy is the generating capacity evaluation [22], although any similar
reliability application (e.g. composite generation and transmission)
could be exploited.

3.3. MAS applied to chronological MCS

It is important to observe that the concept of agent was
designed for flexibility, not for speed. This means that communica-
tion speed must not be required within the algorithm, and all effort
should be concentrated on the relevant local tasks for all agents, as
to reduce network calling or sending of messages. Therefore, it will
be possible to increase processing speed through flexibility. In
order to describe the inherent tasks carried out for the agents to
evaluate (1)–(4), bearing in mind a generating capacity reliability
assessment, the following algorithm is used:

(i) Sample a sequence of generation states based on the failure
and repair rates of the generating system units, until com-
pleting year k;

(ii) Select the chronological load levels for that period (load
uncertainties can be included if necessary);

(iii) Identify the set of ordered points in time, which can be
linked to system state transitions, to define sequence yk;

(iv) Evaluate the generating system condition, if success or fail-
ure, for the state sequence yk;

(v) Identify for sequence yk the contributions for all reliability
indices, expressed by the general function G;

(vi) Estimate ~E½G� in (2) for all generating capacity reliability
indices;

(vii) Update the overall indices and estimate their b coefficients
as in (4). If the estimate accuracies are acceptable, than stop;
otherwise, return to step (i).

Therefore, it is possible to divide and organize tasks for agents
as follows:

� Sequence producer (SP) agent: tasks number (i) to (iii);
� State evaluator (SE) agent: tasks number (iv) and (v);
� Index calculator (IC) agent: tasks number (vi) and (vii).

Although the tasks could be divided in another way, it is impor-
tant to observe that this proposal provides more flexibility to run
autonomous agents. All agents have their own time to work on
the platform and carry out their tasks independently from each
other, but all agents search a common sense, such as a target to
achieve results in less time. The Java technology makes it possible
to distribute and keep the control of the applications with flexibil-
ity and relative speed, improving the simulation process.

Two approaches will be designed to implement the proposed
MAS based reliability methodology. The first is named non-
synchronized approach, which uses JADE library, and the other
one is called synchronized approach, which uses just Java
technology.

3.4. Non-synchronized approach

There are different ways to apply the concept of agents to the
reliability evaluation. Obviously, the idea is to concentrate
computational expensive tasks on agents that can be replicated
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Table 1
Measure average timing consuming tasks (50-year sequence).

Tool Identification Tasks CPU time (s)

RTS BSS

Power agent platform SP agent 1–3 0.3050 0.8355
SE agent 4–5 2.9424 19.1360
IC agent 6–7 0.0110 0.0218

Fig. 4. SP agent behavior: non-synchronized approach.
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and work on a parallel sense, that is, to make agents work together
in different parts of the evaluation. Monte Carlo techniques allow
this kind of approach because of their inherent characteristic to
produce independent blocks of information. These blocks, as it will
be discussed later in this work, are composed of yearly sequences
of system states. These sequences can be separately generated,
and, in this case, the initial states of the generating units (i.e. if
up or down) are sampled according to the corresponding unavaila-
bilities. This sampling process removes possible biases in the
simulation. The other option is to connect chronologically all
yearly sequences yk within those blocks previously mentioned.
This is the procedure adopted in this work. Thus, an agent produces
as many blocks of system states as necessary to assess the reliabil-
ity indices, these blocks are sent to other agents to carry out the
evaluation of the associated state sequences, and then resent to an-
other agent to estimate the indices and check the convergence.
Fig. 3 shows the idea of this first approach.

It can be observed that the SP agent works in the third level of
the platform producing sequence of states for the system. This
agent uses the other two levels: MCS tools (second level) and the
power systems representation (first level). The SP agent behaves
differently bearing in mind the following two major tasks: first,
to generate the state sequences, and second to communicate with
the SE agents. In the second task, the SP agent keeps the commu-
nication and the control of the simulation, receiving information
from other agents to manage the messages sent.

Note that there is a clear concurrent process for all tasks, in
which the message exchanges must be minimized in order to
maximize the simulation process efficiency and speed-up. One of
the most important tasks of the SP agent is to distribute work
(i.e. blocks of information through dynamic sequence matrices)
to the SE agents. This important behavior ensures the complete
control of the process, that is, when the SP agent sends a message
to the SE agent, it receives two replies: one to confirm whether the
message was sent correctly or not, and another one when the SE
agent ends its task and states that it is free again to receive other
dynamic sequence matrices to evaluate. Therefore, it is possible
to control the availability of agents.

This approach was called non-synchronized because there are
agents that end their tasks and remain idle, waiting to receive
more work, thus wasting CPU time. Obviously, this means that
the simulation process loses efficiency although this non-synchro-
nized approach is very simple to be implemented. In the next
sub-section, a more sophisticated approach to minimize waiting
times will be presented.

In order to illustrate the importance of creating more agents for
the SE, a straightforward test is carried out, where only one agent is
used for each level. Table 1 presents the CPU time, in second (s),
spent by each agent to assess generating capacity reliability indices
for the IEEE-RTS [23] and BSS systems. The detail characteristics of
these systems are provided in Section 4. As it can be observed,
considering the IEEE-RTS, the CPU time spent by the SE agent is
about 10 and 268 times greater, respectively, than the CPU time
spent by the SP and IC agents. Considering the BSS system, these
values become 23 and 877, respectively. For the RTS, 2500 years
were used as the stopping criterion, which ensures a coefficient
of variation (b), set for the expected energy not-supplied (EENS)
index, of approximately 5%. For the BSS, the MCS stops at b = 5%
for the EENS index (i.e. 1340 years). These cases were performed
in an Intel Core 2 Duo with 2.66 GHz.

The convergence characteristics are not so much related with
the system size, but mainly with the probability of system failure.
The previous example has proved this well-known characteristic in
power system reliability evaluation and, therefore, justifies the use
of more agents to act as SE to improve the simulation process effi-
ciency. However, if necessary, one can increase the number of SP
and IC agents as well.

There are other variables that should also be considered when
defining the main characteristics (including the number of agents
per level) of any MAS application. In this particular reliability
application involving sequential MCS, the size of the dynamic
matrices (i.e. hash tables [12]) being exchanged among agent levels
is quite relevant. Moreover, the hardware processing capacity asso-
ciated with the agents must also be taken into account. Finally,
when the SP agent receives the stop signal from the IC agent, it
propagates this signal for all agents and so the work is completed.

As previously mentioned, the SP agent behaves in a different
way as illustrated in Fig. 4. There are three possible statuses for this
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agent at the beginning of its behavior. First of all, it looks for SE
agents registered in the platform and verifies their availability to
perform a task. If it does not find any SE agent available, the SP
agent immediately enters in sleep mode, until it receives a new
message from an SE agent. Once the SP agent perceives an avail-
ability signal, it starts generating yearly sequences of states until
completing a dynamic sequence matrix to be promptly sent to
the available SE agent. From time to time, this process is repeated
until a stop signal is sent by the IC agent. The agent behavior is
built on the threads process, which is offered within the Java tech-
nology. Threads in Java are processes that run in parallel within the
Java Virtual Machine [12].
Fig. 6. SP agent behavior: synchronized approach.
3.5. Synchronized approach

In this sub-section, another approach to deal with the division
of tasks among agents is presented. The major idea is to minimize
the waiting time between generations of yearly state sequences,
through better synchronized actions among agents. This will be
accomplished by avoiding the use of messages for all communica-
tion processes and allowing the agents to manage their own
remote calls. Fig. 5 shows this new approach to communicate
and includes in the process the concept of buffer: a device (com-
puter area) that temporarily stores data that is being transferred
between two machines that process data at different rates.

The buffer of sequences enables synchronized tasks between all
agents, since the SP agent can produce its dynamic sequence
matrix independently, and place it in the buffer of sequences, so
any SE agent can get its tasks from this buffer. Therefore, more
autonomy is being given to the agents. From Table 1, it can be
observed that the SP agent is very fast and, most of the time, it ends
its tasks before all SE agents. However, the use of buffers for storing
state sequences and index updates may lead to some known
problems, such as:

� Memory heap space (buffer);
� Size of dynamic matrices (remote calls);
� Serialized network communication.

These problems can be solved using some computational proce-
dures available in Java Technology [12]. Basically, the agents must
have the ability of automatically switching to the sleep mode, each
time the buffer of sequences is full. The agents should remain in
this mode during a certain period of time until the buffer has been
partially emptied. This ability enables the optimization of the
number of SE agents necessary to carry out the tasks, thus reducing
the waiting time. Whenever an SP agent switches to sleep mode, a
new group of SE agents must come to assist with the evaluation
tasks. This behavior is especially designed to provide more
speed-up and efficiency to the sequential MCS process using
intelligent agents.

The same principles applied to the buffer of sequences are also
used for the buffer of indices. In this case, this task is simpler since
only one IC agent is being shown but, as previously commented,
more agents of this type can be employed. The most important task
is to verify whether the estimate accuracies are acceptable or not,
and send a single message to the SP agent to stop the simulation.
For that, a conventional communication process (single message)
is used.

It is not always possible to improve the computational effi-
ciency by only increasing the number of SE agents. As discussed
for the non-synchronized approach, the synchronized scheme also
depends on the definition of some parameters to reach its best
performance. The adequate dimensioning of the buffers for
sequences and indices, the close monitoring of the sleep mode
time, the careful choice of agents with different processing capac-
ity, etc. will determine the computational efficiency, together with
the quality of Java programming techniques used to solve the
application.

It should be observed that the number of SP and IC agents can
be eventually increased to improve the overall performance. The
main concern is to maximize the usage of agents with a minimum
number of them in order to reduce the CPU time to acceptable
levels.

Similarly to the non-synchronized approach, the SP agent
behaves in a more complex way as illustrated in Fig. 6. There are
also three possible statuses for this agent at the beginning of its
behavior. Here, however, the inclusion of the buffer concept allows



Table 2
Comparison results with three different tools (IEEE-RTS).

Indices Analytical
[24]

Sequential MCS
[25]

Proposed MCS–
MAS

LOLE (h/year) 9.3942 9.4984 9.3690
EENS (MWh/year) 1176.3 1162.3 1158.4
LOLF (occ./year) 2.0197 2.0732 2.0388
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the agent to work without looking for other agents, thus eliminat-
ing the use of messages. The SP agent can, therefore, work regard-
less of the SE agent availabilities.

The SP agent begins to produce the yearly sequences of states
and sends them to the buffer through a dynamic sequence matrix.
If the buffer has space, the SP agent keeps its status of generating
sequences, until the buffer is full and then it signals to switch
the SP agent status to the sleep mode. Although this action can
indicate that time is being wasted, it can also be used to wake up
other SE agent. The single message used here is the stop signal,
which is sent by the IC agent to conclude the simulation process.

The SP agent behavior can be called synchronized because it has
more autonomy and minimizes waiting times for all tasks among
agents. Observe that the SE agents do not need to wait for their
task; they only access the buffer through a remote call and get
the dynamic sequence matrices to evaluate. Finally, the SP agent,
before switching to the conclude status, propagates the stop signal
to all agents. Undoubtedly, the synchronized approach is computa-
tionally more efficient than the non-synchronized approach,
although the associate programming is indeed more complex.
15
20

5 6 7 8
Number of SE agents

Fig. 7. Non-synchronized approach: sensitivity tests (IEEE-RTS).
4. Results

The evaluation of the proposed MAS technology-based platform
to assess generating capacity reliability indices will be verified as
follows. First, the proposed sequential MCS process is applied to
the IEEE-RTS [23] and the obtained results are compared with
two other programming Fortran standards: an analytical program
[24] and a chronological MCS program [25]. The basic idea is to en-
sure that the Java language can be used for scientific applications.
This comparison is followed by other two sub-sections where the
results with the non-synchronized and synchronized approaches
are shown and discussed.
4.1. Java environment calculations

The analytical program used is written in Fortran language and
is based on very fast convolution techniques. It uses a generalized
frequency and duration methodology, whose accuracy can be con-
trolled by a capacity rounding increment (CRI), in MW, and also by a
truncation probability (TProb) [24]. The other program used is also
written in Fortran and has several modelling features to cope with
hydrological inflows, wind power generation, etc. It is able to
evaluate all sorts of reliability indices including those from the
well-being analysis [25]. Obviously, the full potential of these
two Fortran algorithms will not be completely exploited with the
simple IEEE-RTS: 32 generating units, 3405 MW of installed capac-
ity with a load model covering 8736 h. However, this system is a
benchmark whose results can be easily replicated.

Three indices are chosen to carry out the comparisons:
LOLE = loss of load expectation, EENS = expected energy not-
supplied, and LOLF = loss of load frequency. For the analytical
program, the following parameters are used: CRI = 1 MW and
TProb = 10�16. Considering the sequential MCS, 2500 years are used
in the simulation process. Table 2 shows the results achieved with
the three tools: the analytical [24], the sequential MCS [25], both
using the conventional Fortran language, and the sequential MCS
using the Java platform. Taking the analytical results as reference,
the accuracies of both sequential simulations are within the coeffi-
cient of variation related with 2500 simulated years, i.e. b ffi 5%.

Analytical generating capacity reliability assessment algorithms
are very efficient tools from the computational point of view. How-
ever, they are based on Markovian models, which drastically re-
duce their ability to deal with several real applications [25].
Conversely, sequential or chronological MCS algorithms are very
flexible tools, from the modelling point of view, but also very time
consuming techniques. Therefore, it is inadequate the comparison
between analytical and sequential MCS in terms of computational
effort. However, the comparison between the two sequential MCS,
i.e. the one from [25] written in Fortran and the one proposed here
written in Java language and run under a MAS platform (25-year
sequence), can be done.

In this first test, to provide a better idea in relation to the pro-
gramming language, only one agent is used for each task. The pro-
posed Java-based algorithm spent 241 s while the Fortran-based
algorithm spent 124 s. All cases were performed in a Pentium IV
processor with 2.4 GHz. It must be pointed out that the latter is a
much more sophisticated program with several features available
as compared with the Java-based program. Moreover, Fortran has
more efficient libraries available for scientific developments than
Java. However, the performance of the proposed Java-based algo-
rithm is very good, bearing in mind that the language potential
for flexible communication was not yet explored in this example,
since only one SE agent was used.

In order to assess the full potential of the proposed MAS-based
algorithm, the IEEE-RTS and the BSS systems are tested considering
both the non-synchronized and the synchronized approaches. The
configuration used for the BSS contains 413 buses, 685 circuits and
242 generating units. The installed capacity and annual peak load
are equal to 46 GW and 41 GW, respectively. This was the config-
uration used in planning studies during the 1990s. A typical annual
curve, with 8736 levels, is used to represent the behavior of the
hourly load in all buses of the system.
4.2. Non-synchronized approach

Firstly, 15 personal computing machines, all connected in a lo-
cal area network, with different processing capacities were chosen
to participate in this test. One machine was selected to act as the SP
agent, up to eight machines were chosen to work as SE agents, and
one machine was also selected to perform as the IC agent. The
generation of yearly sequences varied in sizes of 25, 50, 75 and
100 years. Fig. 7 shows sensitivity tests for the IEEE-RTS,



Table 3
Comparison of CPU time (25-year sequence).

Approach No. of SE agents IEEE-RTS time (s) BSS time (s)

Sequential 1 241 786.4
Non-synchronized 8 23.8 79.7
Synchronized 8 17.2 58.1
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Fig. 8. Synchronized approach: sensitivity tests (IEEE-RTS).
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considering these parameter variations, i.e. the number of SP
agents and the sequence sizes.

As it can be observed, the overall CPU times range between 23
and 50 s, depending on the number of SE agents and on the size of
the sequences sent by the SP agent. Moreover, in all cases the CPU
times saturate in a narrower range between 23 and 42 s. It can be
concluded that it is not worth increasing the number of SE agents
beyond a certain number. In a Java environment, the relationship
between producers (i.e. SP agent) and consumers (i.e. SE agents)
is extremely important in order to reach the best computational
benefits [12]. Clearly, two explanations can be given for the ob-
served saturation. First, the SP agent is running with full capacity,
generating state sequences without ever entering in the sleep
mode. This condition can only be improved by providing more SP
agents to the proposed MAS-based framework. The second reason
is that the relationship between producer and consumer is not
enough organized, for instance due to the excessive number of
message exchanges, which can be minimized by using the pro-
posed synchronized approach to be shown in the next sub-section.

Considering 8 SE agents and a 25-year sequence, it can be ob-
served in Table 3 that the total CPU times to assess the reliability
indices are 23.8 s and 79.7 s for the IEEE-RTS and BSS systems,
respectively. These values can be compared with those obtained
with only one SE agent, also shown in Table 3. From these results,
it is possible to evaluate the speed-up (Su) and the computational
efficiency (g), expressing the use of computing resources as com-
pared to an ideal case of optimal performance [26]. For these sys-
tems: IEEE-RTS) SU ffi 10.1 and g ffi 71.2%, BSS) SU ffi 9.86 and
g ffi 72.7%.
4.3. Synchronized approach

The MAS technology was initially based on the distributed com-
putation concept and uses TCP/IP protocol, which does not allow
fast remote call or fast interchange message. There are other com-
munication techniques, which enable fast communication, or im-
prove efficient remote call between computers, e.g. Java RMI
(Remote Method Invocation) [27]. Java RMI enables the program-
mer to create distributed Java technology-based to Java technol-
ogy-based applications, in which the methods of remote Java
objects can be invoked from other Java virtual machines, possibly
on different hosts. RMI uses object serialization to marshal and
unmarshal parameters and does not truncate types, supporting true
object-oriented polymorphism. Therefore, the proposed synchro-
nized approach was designed using this technology.

Considering the same 15 machines used with the non-synchro-
nized approach, Fig. 8 shows the same sensitivity performance
tests using the synchronized approach. As it can be observed, the
overall CPU times range between 15 and 50 s, depending on the
number of SE agents and on the size of the sequences sent by the
SP agent. Moreover, in all cases, the CPU times start saturating in
a narrower range between 15 and 32 s. Cleary, it can be noted that
the saturation point is shifted to 8 SE agents, as compared to the
non-synchronized case. This proves the benefits of the buffers
and the use of a more appropriate Java environment.

Considering 8 SE agents and a 25-year sequence, it can be
observed in Table 3 that the total CPU times to assess the reliability
indices are 17.2 s and 58.1 s for the IEEE-RTS and BSS systems,
respectively. For these conditions, the speed-up and efficiency
performance indices are: IEEE-RTS) SU ffi 14.0 and g ffi 98.8%,
BSS) SU ffi 13.5 and g ffi 99.7%. Therefore, the speed-up and
efficiency depend on the sequence size, number of agents per level
and computational power of the involved processors.
5. Final remarks

Power systems analysis is known as a research subject strongly
linked to computation and mathematical areas, but extremely rigid
to change concepts and tools, particularly those related with
programming paradigms. Bearing in mind this aspect, this paper
presented a new way to approach one typical power system prob-
lem, the generating capacity reliability assessment, using MAS
technology. It was proved that is possible to use this technology
to achieve very good results based on two structures: non-syn-
chronized and synchronized. Although the first one is very simple
to handle, the latter usually achieves higher computing perfor-
mance. However, there are several aspects related with the MAS
environment that should be taken into account: organization of
tasks, number of agents per task, size of the local network, infor-
mation exchange, etc. The results were achieved using regular
computers, that is, personal computers used everyday and linked
to conventional networks.

The MAS technology is very attractive since it merges artificial
intelligence and distributed computation areas, in a simple way.
This technology is ready to be applied to complex power system
evaluations, and can achieve good results due to its main charac-
teristic: the communication flexibility. Java environment offers
several features, including the possibility to encapsulate pro-
grams/codes written in other languages (e.g. Fortran or C). Thus,
there should be no concern among power system researchers
and engineers that well tested programs will have to be rewritten.
Moreover, other methods to improve computational efficiency,
such as variance reduction techniques usually used in problems
involving Monte Carlo simulation, can be easily established in this
new framework.

The extension of the proposed methodology to other power reli-
ability problems or applications involving population-based heu-
ristics is almost straightforward. This work opens the way to
build models where more intelligence is added to the agents, so
that they may autonomously organize themselves to better man-
age the computational efficiency and speed-up.
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